


BECOMING A GOD

WORDS OF LORE

 “There was turmoil in the heavens. For reasons unknown 
to mortals, at some point even gods must die. After one such 
death, there was an open seat at the table of creation. A God was 
needed.

 “The demigods that want to compete for the seat must 
select mortal Heroes and summon them to Hierapolis. The Heroes 
will perform Quests, spending six days and six nights preparing 
themselves before entering the Arena to fight to the death.

 “The demigod whose champion is left standing will be 
elevated to Godhood.”

ASCENDING TO DIV IN ITY 
 In Theosis, you take the role of a demigod who looks to 
claim the right to stand among the Gods as an equal.
 You first select your Heroes. They will complete Quests 
for you, strengthening you with Powers. They will earn gold, buy 
Weapons and Armor, gain Artifacts, and visit interesting locations 
in the ancient city of Hierapolis. 
 They have only six turns of preparation before entering 
the Arena and engaging in nine rounds of combat.  At the end 
of nine turns there will be only one standing at the center of 
the Arena claiming victory and elevating his or her patron to 
Godhood.

“He who overcomes pain and fear will himself be God.”
Fyodor Dostoyevsky

“Theosis: A path to walk as mortal leading to Divinity.”
Lascav the FingerLord
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COMPONENTS L IST 12x Character Miniatures

1x Theosis Rulebook

1x Hierapolis Board

3x Arena Effect Markers 6x Arena Effects

6x Warmonger Power Cards

6x Guardian Power Cards

6x Deceitful Power Cards

6x Righteous Power Cards

6x Merciful Power Cards

6x Vengeful Power Cards

9x Ritual Cards

1x Arena Board

9x Blessing and Curse Tokens 9x Turn Markers

43x Coin and 
Ranking Markers 1x Metallic Marker 12x Hero Tokens

11x Artifact Tokens 31x Item Tokens
12x Player Mats

5x Monster Miniatures

1x Apollyon Miniature

13x Monster Tokens
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GAME SETUP
H I E R A P O L I S  B O A R D

TALES OF AN ANCIENT C ITY

 “When the Gods decreed that a new god would be chosen 
by trial by combat, the already-bustling city exploded with people. 
There was nothing that anyone could want and not find in Hierapolis. 
Weapons or Armor, Spells or Artifacts. Everything and anything is for 
sale in a city about to give birth to new myths and legends.”

EXPLORING H IERAPOLIS

 On the Hierapolis board you can assign your Heroes to 
different locations. Your Hero will receive the reward of the location as 
indicated by the small scroll at the top of every location. Your Heroes 
have six turns in Hierapolis to prepare as best they can before entering 
the Arena.

ARTIFACTS, WEAPONS AND ARMORS

 Select the artifact tokens and place them facedown. 
Artifacts have a darker color than Weapons and Armors and 
have a blank back. Shuffle them and randomly select six Artifacts 
to place facedown on the Artifact locations.

 Randomly select six Weapons and Armor tokens and 
place them face up to the Market. Place all remaining Artifact, 
Weapon, and Armor tokens in the pouch and mix them.

ORDER  OF POWERS

 Create a pile of the different Powers according to Alignment by 
matching the color of the cards’ text boxes to the colored locations on 
the Hierapolis board.

 The cards are placed faced up in a specific order. The top card 
is the Power with Values (4,0) followed by (3,1), (2,2), (1,1), (1,3), (0,4).

SETTING UP THE H IERAPOLIS BOARD

 Place the three translucent white Alignment cubes on the 0 
position on the Alignment Track. Heroes assigned to Quests will steer 
the markers left or right. Place the six-sided die next to the Thieves’ Guild. 
The meaning of the different dice symbols is indicated on the Thieves’ 
Guild.

 Place the four-sided die next to the Mercenary Camp. You 
will roll it to gain gold. Shuffle the Rituals (the cards with the silver text 
boxes), and place them face down in the Mage Tower.

 Near the board, create an easily accessible pile of gold tokens 
and the Mana gems.
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GAME SETUP
ARENA BOARD

SETTING UP THE ARENA BOARD

 Place the initiative marker in the circle with the “Turn 1” 
indication. It will indicate the current turn.

 At the end of the Preparation Phase, the Hero tokens will be 
allocated to the circles labeled 1 through 12, forming the Hero Ranking.

 Players will position their Heroes on the outside tiles indicated 
by a dot when entering the Arena. The center tile will determine the 
winner as the Hero who controls it at the end of the ninth turn will be 
victorious.

WINNING THE GAME

 The game is concluded if there is only one team of Heroes left 
standing and all others are defeated, or it is the end of the ninth turn.

 If you manage to elimintate all enemy Heroes then you have 
won the Arena contest and are elevated to God!

 If at the end of the ninth turn, one of your Heroes is standing in 
the center Hex of the Arena, you have achieved victory.

 If at the end of the ninth round, more than one player’s Heroes 
remain standing, then the game is a tie and there is no winner.

STARTING POSITIONS

IN IT IATIVE TRACK

TURN TOKEN

“Even though the history of Hierapolis went back thousands of years, the only thing everyone 
knew was that the ancient Arena had been there for as long as anyone could remember. 
Travelers came from all corners of the known world to visit Hierapolis and hear stories of 
grand conflicts and worthy warriors who forged their legacies on the lava grounds of its 
Arena. Ancient lore has it that gods of legend fought in this Arena to settle their disputes.”

Tales of the Arena
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GAME SETUP
HERO MATS

HERO DETAILS

 All the information you need for a Hero resides on the Hero 
Mats. The Alignment the Hero favors is stated under his or her name. 
The speed number indicates how many Hexes the Hero can move 
in the Arena. Place the red Health cube on 9. Your Hero starts at full 
Health, but that might change even before entering the Arena.

HEALTH

SKILLS

 Every Hero has three Skills. The space in front of the skill is for a 
Mana gem to be inserted, enabling the Hero to use this Skill.

 All Skills start empty with no Mana gems. It’s in your best interest 
to fill them all before entering the Arena.

 Each player may use any color of gem desired as gems have 
different colors only for aesthetic purposes.

WEAPON AND ARMOR

 The bottom slots are for each Hero to insert their Weapon and 
Armor. Every Hero has slots where the appropriate type of Weapon or 
Armor can be inserted.

 Lug, for example, can wear metal Armors and equip either a 
two-handed Weapon or a one-handed Weapon and a shield.

“My investigations took me by the hand and led me to dark places. I devoted myself 
to my unholy task day and night, barely even noticing my wife’s life diminishing or 
the infection of my son from the same Curse. When I finally found a cure, it was too 
late. They were both dead, but it didn’t matter anymore. I had the means to make 
them walk again.”

Rac the Nefarious Necromancer
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GAME SETUP
POWERS &  ITEMS

POWER CONTROL

 Powers are obtained when your Heroes complete Quests 
and match the Alignment of that Quest. The color of the textbox 
signifies the Alignment of the Power.

Red:  WaRmongeR

Light bLue: guaRdian

PuRPLe:  deceitfuL

goLd:  Righteous

daRk bLue: VengefuL

gReen:  meRcifuL

PoWeR name

The name of the Power

PoWeR tyPe
Most Powers are considered common and do not have a named 
type.
Some Powers however have a specific type:
Spell, Blessing or Curse
The type is indicated here.

attack VaLue

Each Power has an attack value indicated here.

defense VaLue

Each Power has a defense value indicated here.

PoWeR text
Each Power offers something unique in combat.
The way a Power works is described in the Power Text.

damage tyPe icon

 Physical     

 Light    Fire

 Void     Ice
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GAME SETUP
WEAPONS &  ARMORS

EQUIPP ING ITEMS

 Heroes may equip Weapons, Armor, or Artifacts. Artifacts 
are special Weapons or Armor that not only have better Damage or 
Resistances, but also add a bonus to the Attack or Defense of the Hero.

WeaPon tyPe
 A Weapon has a symbol in the 
top right corner indicating the type of 
the Weapon (melee, ranged, etc.)

 I f  a  Hero’s  Weapon s lot 
matches that symbol, that Hero can 
equip that Weapon. Not all Heroes can 
equip the same Weapons. A slot with 
two symbols may equip either type of 
Weapons.

damage
 Each Weapon has a number 
in the bottom right corner indicating 
the amount of Damage the Weapon 
can inflict.

aRtifact attack
 An Artifact Weapon increases 
the Heroes Attack. This is indicated in 
the top left corner of the Weapon.

aRmoR tyPe

 Armor has a symbol in the 
top right corner indicating the type. 
Shields are also considered Armor.

PRotection and Resistances
Armor mitigates Damage.
 A half shield indicates that the 
Armor offers Resistance and therefore 
the Hero receives only half Damage 
type.
 A full shield indicates that the 
Armor offers Protection and therefore 
the Hero receives no Damage from the 
associated Damage type.

aRtifact defense
 An Artifact Armor increases the 
Heroes’ Defense. This is indicated in the 
top left corner of the Armor.

TWO-HANDED WEAPON RESTRICTIONS

WEAPONS ARMOR

 When a Hero equips a Weapon with 
this symbol, it takes both hands to use this 
Weapon. This means you cannot use the other 
hand for something else.
 Heroes who have a one-handed 
Weapon or a shield in their second hand slot 
cannot use it when they have a two-handed 
Weapon equipped.
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HERO PHASE

SELECTING YOUR HEROES

 Depending on the game mode, each player selects two, three, 
or four Heroes. The player who was first to arrive (including the host) 
at the game location selects a Hero first. In clockwise order, each other 
player then selects a Hero.
 After the last player has selected a Hero, they select a second 
Hero; all other players continue to select Heroes in counter-clockwise 
order. If the game mode allows more than two Heroes, repeat the 
process starting again with the first player.

ALIGNMENT

 Choosing Heroes of opposite alignments can be very risky 
and inefficient. On the other hand, while choosing Heroes of the same 
alignment can give significant advantages, it is not a one way street.

MELEE AND RANGED

 While not required, it is usually a good practice to have at 
least one melee character and at least one ranged character to better 
implement tactics.

SK ILL DAMAGE TYPES

 It  is usually beneficial to use Heroes whose skills inflict different 
types of Damage. That way it is more difficult for your Opponents to 
shield against your magic Attacks.

WEAPONS AND ARMORS

 If possible, try not to select Heroes who use the same Weapons 
or the same Armors. This is not always easy but chances are that if your 
Heroes use different Weapons and Armors, you will be able to arm 
them more easily. Moreover, you increase the chances of being able to 
equip any Artifacts you’re able to find.

HOWEVER MOST IMPORTANT

 Play what you like! All Heroes are compatible with each other 
and may perform various combos if played smartly. Pick the Hero you 
feel you will enjoy playing each time!
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PREPARATION PHASE
ASSIGNING HEROES TO LOCATIONS

 The player who chose their Hero first gets the initiative token. 
The player then allocates their first Hero to the Hierapolis board. After the 
first player places their Hero, all other players do the same in clockwise 
order until each player has placed their first Hero. The first player then 
allocates their second Hero and so on.

 When allocating your first Hero, you must choose one of the 
golden Alignment locations in order to gain a Power. When all players 
have allocated their first Hero, remove any Power that was not selected 
for this round. All Powers chosen on the first round should have Values 
(4,0), then any extraas should be removed so that second round Powers 
have Values of (3,1) etc.

 You can allocate the rest of your Heroes wherever you want. It 
does not matter which Hero you use in each location; you select which 
of your Heroes gains the bonus of a location regardless of which Hero 
actually visits the location.

 When all Heroes from all players are assigned to locations, the 
Artifact of that turn is revealed and the players bid on it. (See details on 
page 12)

 As soon as Artifact bidding is over, randomly choose six new 
Weapon and Armor tokens from the pouch to refresh the Market. If an 
Artifact was randomly selected, show it to the rest of the players then 
shuffle it back into the pouch. All unclaimed Weapons and Armors from 
this turn are shuffled back into the pouch after the new Weapons and 
Armors are drawn and placed in the Market.
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PREPARATION PHASE
QUESTS

 You can only assign one Hero each turn to the golden circle 
spaces below each quest. The golden quest space allows you to select 
the appropriate Power, move the Alignment Marker towards that 
Alignment, and gain the reward of the appropriate quest type.

 You can always assign your other Heroes to the non-gold 
spaces on a quest but your only reward is to move the Alignment 
Marker. You do not get an extra Power or gain the specific quest reward 
from the normal space.

WARMONGER QUEST

Gain 4 Gold.
Deal one Damage to any one enemy Hero, decreasing their Health by 
one. If the Hero’s Health is reduced to zero then they are removed from 
the game.

GUARDIAN QUEST

Gain 4 Gold.
Gain the Initiative Marker. This action does not affect this turn; it takes 
effect at the beginning of the next turn. Whoever manages to hold 
onto the Initiative Marker until the beginning of a turn plays first.

DECEITFUL QUEST

Choose a player. You may steal up to three gold tokens from that player.

RIGHTEOUS QUEST

Gain 3 Gold.
Mix all Weapons, Armor and artifacts in the pouch and randomly select 
one. If you decide to keep it, you must immediately equip it on one of 
your Hero’s mats. Otherwise Discard it back to the pouch. If you are 
lucky enough to pick up an artifact, you may equip it.

VENGEFUL QUEST

Gain 2 Gold.
Look at the Weapons and Armor in the Market and choose one to steal. 
If you decide to do so, you must immediately equip it in your Hero mat. 
You may replace a Weapon or Armor currently equipped. Discard the 
replaced token into the pouch.

MERCIFUL QUEST

Gain 3 Gold.
Take up to two Mana gems. You must immediately equip them on your 
Heroes’ mats. You may equip both on one Hero or split them between 
two different Heroes.
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PREPARATION PHASE
HIERAPOLIS LOCATIONS

TAVERN

 Gain the Initiative Marker. This action does not affect this turn; 
it takes effect at the beginning of the next turn. Whoever manages to 
hold onto the Initiative Marker until the beginning of a turn plays first.

MAGE TOWER

 Shuffle the Rituals and randomly take six, or if the deck is 
running low, as many as are available. Study the Rituals and select one 
to prepare. Shuffle the rest of the Rituals back into the deck. Place the 
Ritual you are preparing face down next to your Hero mat. Select one 
turn token and place it on top of your Ritual indicating the turn the 
Ritual will be cast during the Arena Phase. You may not change this later 
so choose wisely!

THIEVES GUILD

 Roll the six-sided die and act according to the result. Each 
symbol on the die is explained in the Hierapolis board.

 Steal one Mana: Target one enemy Hero’s skill containing a 
Mana gem and remove it. Immediately place it in one of your Hero’s 
skills. If you do not have an empty skill for the Mana gem, then discard it. 
If there are no Heroes with Mana to target then you cannot steal a gem.

 Deal three Damage: You deal three Damage to any one 
enemy Hero, decreasing his or her Health by three. If that Hero’s Health 
is reduced to 0, then that Hero is removed from the game.

 Steal two or four gold: You decide from which player to steal 
gold. Steal as many gold tokens as they have up to two or four according 
to the roll result.

 Gain Initiative: Gain the Initiative Marker. This action does not 
affect this turn; it takes effect at the beginning of the next turn. Whoever 
manages to hold onto the Initiative Marker until the beginning of a turn 
plays first.

CATHEDRAL

 Take up to two Mana gems. You must immediately equip them 
in your Heroes’ mats. You may equip both on one Hero or split them 
between two different Heroes. Then completely Heal any one Hero, 
setting his or her Health to 9.

MERCENARY CAMP

Roll the four-sided die and earn that much gold as the result of the roll.

MARKET

 Select and gain one Market item. You must immediately equip 
it in your Hero mat. You may replace a Weapon or Armor currently 
equipped; Discard the replaced token into the pouch.

 As soon as bidding is over, randomly choose six new Weapon 
and Armor tokens from the pouch to refresh the Market. If an artifact 
was randomly selected, show it to the rest of the players then shuffle it 
back into the pouch. All unclaimed Weapons and Armor from this turn 
are shuffled back into the pouch after the new Weapons and Armors 
are drawn and placed in the Market.

ARTIFACTS

 At the end of a turn after all Heroes are assigned, the leftmost 
facedown Artifact is revealed. Any players who want to participate in 
the optional bidding process must declare their total gold.

 Each player secretly selects a number of coins to hold in their 
closed fist as their bid for the Artifact. When all players are ready, all bids 
are simultaneously revealed.

 The highest bid wins the Artifact. All gold from all bids, winning 
or losing, is returned to the gold pile. In the case of a tie, the Artifact is 
discarded into the pouch and all gold from all bids is again 
removed from each participating player. Attempting to gain 
an Artifact is not for the weak of heart! The empty Artifact 
spaces also indicate the current game turn.
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PREPARATION PHASE
ALIGNMENT &  RANKING

 When Turn 6 of the Preparation Phase has concluded, the 
Hero Rankings used in the Arena Phase are generated. The following 
steps take place:

 Rank is very important as it indicates not only the order in which 
the heroes act, but also the way ties are settled in the combat phase.
 When the attack and defense tie - which will probably happen 
a lot! - the hero with the highest rank wins.
 In case of a tie, the player with highest initiative wins.

STEP 2

 Starting with the player to the right of the player holding the 
Initiative Marker and continuing counter-clockwise, each player will 
allocate their gold from the Preparation Phase to their Heroes any way 
they desire. This means that the player holding the Initiative Marker will 

allocate gold last, after seeing all the other players’ actions.

examPLe:
You have three gold. Your Heroes are the Deviant Succubus, the 
Nefarious Necromancer, and the Ancient Druid. From Step 1, you 
already have 20 gold on the Deviant Succubus and 20 on the Nefarious 
Necromancer while you lost on the Vengeful - Merciful Axis and you 
have zero gold on the Ancient Druid. You choose to allocate one gold 
to the Deviant Succubus for a total o 21 gold on her and two gold to 
the Ancient Druid for a total of two gold on him.

STEP 3

 You generate the Ranking by placing the Hero tokens on the 
Arena Board in the positions 1 to 12. The Hero who has the highest 
amount of gold in his or her Hero mat is allocated to position 1 on the 
Ranking and so on.

STEP 1

 The Alignment tracks give a gold bonus to each Hero favoring 
that Alignment. Heroes receive 10, 20 or 30 gold depending on where 
the Alignment marker is.

examPLe:
The Alignment marker ended on +2 towards Deceitful against Righteous.
This means that if the Deviant Succubus or Nefarious Necromancer, 
both of whom favor the Deceitful Alignment are in play, they both gain 
20 gold. This gold is placed on their Hero mats. The Celestial Priestess 
and Sacred Paladin who favor the Righteous Alignment receive nothing.
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COMBAT PHASE
HERO ACTIONS

COMBAT TURNS

 Combat in the Arena consists of nine turns. The initiative 
counter is set to turn 1 and advances each turn. The first thing that 
happens in the Arena each turn is the Rituals. If there is a Ritual with 
a turn marker matching the current turn, it is activated by the player 
casting it. Then each Hero acts in the order of their Ranking with the 
Hero with the highest Ranking going first and so on.

 However when you do not use a Power and simply discard 
it as in the first two actions, then the Power is placed facedown in the 
Discarded pile and no one can know which Power you discarded.

 Whenever you use or discard the last Power in your hand, you 
immediately, before anything else occurs, take the other five Power 
cards back into your hand. The Power you just used or Discarded will 
remain in the Discard pile.

ENTERING THE ARENA

 After generating the Heroes’ Ranking, the players place their 
Heroes on the designated starting locations (notated with a dot). You 
must place your Heroes next to each other. The Hero with the lowest 
rank is placed first and so on until the Hero with the highest Ranking is 
placed last.
 The starting location protects your Heroes from area Attacks for 
the first turn.

HERO ACTIONS   On your turn, your Hero must take one of the following six actions:

 Move  Do nothing      Discard a Power face down

 Move  Place a Mana gem in one of their Skills   Discard a Power face down  Take one Damage

 Move  Use a Blessing Power face up

 Move  Use a Spell Power face up

 Move  Use a Power face down     Use Text of Power   

 Move  Use a Power face down     Use Text of Skill    Remove Mana gem

POWER MANAGEMENT

 Powers are always placed facedown into your Discard pile 
regardless of why they are Discarded. If you take one of the first two 
actions and Discard a Power without using it, no one else gets to know 
which Power you Discarded.

 When you use a Power and its effect is resolved, your Power 
goes facedown to your Discard pile. Other players can always try to 
remember which Powers you have used in order to know which cards 
you are holding in your hand.
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COMBAT PHASE
MOVEMENT &  RANGE

no Range
Some Powers or Skills have unlimited range, allowing you to target 
Heroes anywhere in the Arena.

Ring
Some Skills have a range of Ring. These 
Attacks affect all Heroes that are adjacent to 
the Attacker. A Ring Attack may also affect 
your other Heroes with friendly Fire.

Line
Some Skills have a range of Line. These Attacks 
affect all Heroes that are in straight line of five 
Hexes from the Attacker. A Line Attack may 
also affect your other Heroes with friendly Fire.

cone
Some Skills have a range of Cone. These 
Attacks affect all Heroes that are in front of the 
Attacker in a cone as indicated in the picture. 
A Cone Attack may also affect your other 
Heroes with friendly Fire.

sPeLL
Some Powers are Spells. A Spell targets an area 
of seven Hexes as indicated in the picture. 
The area can be targeted anywhere on the 
Arena but cannot affect the initial positions of 
the Heroes on turn 1. A Spell Attack may also 
affect your other Heroes with friendly Fire.

MOVEMENT

 The first part of each action is an optional move. Each Hero’s 
speed number indicates the maximum number of Hexes they can move 
or their turn. A Hero can move fewer Hexes than their speed or not at 
all if they desire. A Hero always moves before doing anything else; they 
cannot move afterwards.

TYPES OF POWERS

 There are four different kinds of Powers that can be used in 
different ways: Common Powers, Blessing, Curses and Spells.

 All Power regardless of type can be used facedown for its 
Values for Combat. When facedown for combat, Common Powers and 
Curses activate their text when revealed, Blessings and Spells do not.

 Spells can also be used face up. They trigger combat and affect 
all Heroes in their range.

 Blessings can also be used face up without triggering combat. 
Their text is activated and their Blessing token is placed on the target 
Hero for an ongoing bonus. There is no duration on this effect but 
when the same Power is again used a new target may be selected. A 
Blessing affects only one Hero at any time.

 Curses are used in combat and always facedown. If victorious, 
their text is activated and their Curse token is placed onto the target 
Hero for an ongoing disadvantage. There is no duration on this effect 
but when the same Power is again used a new target may be selected. 
A Curse affects only one Hero at any time.

COMBAT RANGES

meLee
Any Hero regardless of the type of Weapon used may Attack any 
adjacent Hero. This is considered an Attack range of 1. If victorious, they 
may, if desired, push the enemy Hero back one Hex in line with where 
they are standing. If doing so they may, if he desires, immediately move 
into the enemy’s previously occupied space.

Ranged
Heroes that may equip bows or staffs have an Attack range of five. 
These Heroes have only two Weapon and Armor slots instead of other 
Heroes who have three. The Attack range of five enables them to Attack 
from afar any Hero who is five Hexes apart or less. In order to calculate 
if the range is enough count up to 5 adjacent Hexes.
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COMBAT PHASE
ATTACK &  DEFENSE

 The Attacker always uses a Power for Attack and the Defender 
uses a Power for Defense. These are usually placed facedown and 
revealed to calculate if the Attack was successful or not. In case of ties, 
the Hero with the highest Ranking is victorious.

TO CALCULATE THE TOTAL ATTACK VALUE, ADD:

 The Attack value of the Power used for the Attack plus Attack 
bonus of any equipped Artifact plus any Attack bonus if a Skills is used.

TO CALCULATE THE TOTAL DEFENSE VALUE, ADD:

 The Defense value of the Power used for the Defense plus 
Defense bonus of any equipped Artifacts.

at t a c k e R de f e n d e R EXAMPLE

 The Sacred Paladin attacks the Nefarious Necromancer. The 
Necromancer is higher in Ranking than the Paladin and neither Hero 
has an Artifact.

 Both players place a Power from their hand facedown and 
reveal it at the same time.
The Sacred Paladin is empowered by the Power of Fiery Purge.
The Nefarious Necromancer is protected by the Power of Frigid Night.

 Total Attack value is 4 (from the Power since no Skill or Artifact 
is used).
Total Defense value is 4 (from the Power since no Artifact is used).
The Attack value and Defense value are tied meaning the Necromancer 
is victorious as he is higher in Ranking than the Paladin.

 Since the Defender was victorious, no Damage is applied.

AREA ATTACKS

 Some Attacks from Skills or Powers target more than one Hero. 
In this case, all targeted Heroes must use a different Power card for their 
Defense. This means that if three of your Heroes are being targeted by 
one Attack, you must assign three different Powers to your Heroes to 
defend even though the Attacker only uses one Power.

 You assign the Defense Powers in any order you like while 
multiple target Attacks are resolved in Ranking order. Remember that 
even if you do not have enough Power cards in hand when the Attack 
occurs, you take your Discarded Powers into your hand as soon as you 
use your last Power, so you can always defend.

 You may decide it’s worthwhile to use an Area Attack even 
though it targets one (or more) of your Heroes. In this case, after you 
assign the Attacker’s Power, you must also assign Powers for your 
targeted Heroes since they must defend against your Attack.
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COMBAT PHASE
DAMAGE &  RES ISTANCES

To calculate Damage, add:
The difference between the Attack value and the Defense value.
The Damage of the Weapon, if any.

All Damage is considered Physical Damage unless a Skill or Power 
indicates that the Attack has a different type of Damage.

IF AN ATTACK IS SUCCESSFUL, YOU GET TO APPLY DAMAGE

Physical protection:  

Light protection:  

Void protection:   

Fire protection:   

Ice protection:   

Acid protection:   

Physical resistance:  

Light resistance:   

Void resistance:   

Fire resistance:   

Ice resistance:   

Acid resistance:   

Even when all Damage is negated, the victorious Attacker 
always inflicts at least one Damage.

Some Powers or Armor reduce Damage before it is applied.

Negates all Physical damage

Negates all Light damage

Negates all Void damage

Negates all Fire damage

Negates all Ice damage

Negates all Acid damage

Negates half of Physical damage

Negates half of Light damage

Negates half of Void damage

Negates half of Fire damage

Negates half of Ice damage

Negates half of Acid damage

 Physical damage    

 Light damage   

 Fire damage

 Void damage    

 Ice damage
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 Fiery Purge is a Power with the Fire icon            and therefore 
all Damage is considered Fire Damage.

The Necromancer has Ice protection  and Light resistance.

 Luckily for him, his Power’s text gives him protection from Fire, 
effectively negating the 5 Fire Damage that would have reduced his 
Health from 9to 4!

COMBAT PHASE
DAMAGE &  RES ISTANCES

EXAMPLE:
Returning to the previous example, let’s assume the Sacred Paladin is 
holding an Artifact sword giving him +1 to Attack and +4 to Damage

The Necromancer wears cloth Armor giving him Ice protection and 
Light resistance.

 He lost he combat however and always receives at least one 
Damage. His Health now drops from 9 to 8.

 The Necromancer was hit by Fiery Purge, a Curse. He is now 
inflicted with this Curse. He has the Fiery Purge token on his Hero mat 
and loses an additional one Health at the end of his turn.

The Paladin’s attack is now

4 (Power) + 1 (Artifact) = 5 total attack

The Necromacer’s defense is now

4 (Power) = 4 total defense

The Paladin is victorious and can now apply damage.

Paladin’s damage is calculated:

Attack value - Defense value = 5 - 4 = 1

Weapon damage: 4

Total damage = 1 + 4 = 5 damage

+ = 5

+ = 4
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COMBAT PHASE
POWERS &  SK ILLS

 When you fight you have the option to use a Power or a Skill. 
Usually Skills are more Powerful, but they consume Mana. There will 
probably be many times where you will prefer to use Powers over Skills.

 When you use a PoWeR, you use that Power for the Damage type 
(example: Fire in Fiery Purge), the Power text, and the Power value for 
calculating Attack or Defense.

 When you use a skiLL, you use the Skill icon for Damage and 
the Skill text for the ability that takes place. You only use the facedown 
Power for the Attack or Defense value.

oPtion to use PoWeR oR skiLL text
When using a Skill or Power you always have the option NOT to use its 
text. Although the bonuses given are very useful, there are some rare 
occasions where you can outsmart your Opponent with more radical 
decisions.

EXAMPLE:

 If the Paladin was to use his Skill Corona with the facedown 
Power Fiery Purge, the following would occur:

 He would Attack all enemy Heroes in a Ring and all enemy 
Heroes would have to defend with a Power.

 His total Attack after revealing Fiery Purge would be 4 (Power) 
+ 1 (Corona Skill) = 5 total Attack, assuming he is not using any artifacts 
that would modify his Attack.

 His Damage type would be Light from the Corona Skill, ignoring 
the Fire Damage from Fiery Purge since the Paladin is currently using 
the Skill and not the Power.

 If his Attack was successful, he would not apply the Curse of 
Fiery Purge as he is currently using the Skill and not the Power.

ResoLVe oRdeR of PoWeRs and skiLLs
 Some Powers and Skills have an effect that affects the outcome 
of an Attack.
 Every time an Attack is resolved the Attacker’s Power or Skill is 

resolved first, followed by the defender’s Power or Skill.

defense skiLL
 Some Skills have the Defense tag in them. You can instantly 
use those Skills when you are Attacked and activate them to gain some 
added protection against an Attack.
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GAME MODES

PLAYER VS PLAYER
In these game modes each player selects Heroes and fights independently.

2,3 or 4 player normal:   Each player selects 3 Heroes

2,3 or 4 player blitz:   Each player selects 2 Heroes

5 or 6 players:    Each player selects 2 Heroes

TEAM VS TEAM
 In these game modes all players of a team win if all Heroes of the 
enemy team are eliminated or if at the end of the ninth turn, any Hero of 
the team is standing in the center Hex of the Arena.

 Players of the same team are not allowed to trade anything 
among their Heroes. They can however exchange any private information 
such as face down Powers or Rituals or discuss bidding tactics and combat 
strategy. All Powers and Skills that affect Allied Heroes, affect all Heroes of 
a team .

2 teams of 2 players normal:  Each player selects 3 Heroes

2 teams of 2 players blitz:   Each player selects 2 Heroes

2 teams of 3 players normal:  Each player selects 2 Heroes

3 teams of 2 players normal:  Each player selects 2 Heroes

LIGHT  SEMI Co-op MODE

 In this mode, everything works as in the co-op mode. The only 
difference is that when a Hero’s attack removes a Stamina Token, the 
player controlling the Hero receives that Token. When all monsters are 
defeated, then all players are considered victorious. The Most Valuable 
Player is the person who has acquired the most Stamina Tokens.

HEAVY SEMI Co-op MODE

 In this mode, everything starts out just like in the co-op mode. 
The difference is that after all monsters are eliminated, the normal 
competitive mode continues. Thus to achieve victory, a player must kill 
all other remaining Heroes or have a Hero standing in the Arena Center 
Tile at the end of the ninth turn. 

In solo and co-op modes, the Heroes fight against monsters. 
Their goal is to defeat the opposing monsters before the nine Arena 
rounds end. If the ninth round ends and any monster is still standing, 
the players have lost.

You can either play solo or with up to six players in the co-op game 
mode. 
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GAME MODES

HIERAPOLIS PREPARATION

 In the Hierapolis phase, all players participate in the worker 
allocation phase in Hierapolis. Heroes perform quests, gather loot, 
and equip weapons and armor just like in the competitive game. The 
difference is that they perform all of these cooperatively, trying to 
achieve the best available outcome as a team before they all face the 
monsters in Hierapolis.

 In the case of 10-12 Heroes participating, the resources should 
be distributed among all Heroes so that balance is achieved.

 In case of nine or fewer Heroes, the three unchosen Heroes 
participate in order to hinder the preparation of the players’ Heroes 
before entering the Arena. In this case, the Deceitful Quest and the 
Thieves’ Guild are not accessible by the players’ Heroes.

 The enemy Heroes always act last. The first enemy Hero is 
always assigned to the Deceitful Quest and steals gold from the richest 
player (randomly decide if two players are tied). The second Hero is 
assigned to the Quest Location or, if this is not available, the Market, 
where they buy the weapon that inflicts the most damage (decide 
ties randomly). The third enemy Hero is assigned to the Thieves’ Guild 
(without paying any cost) and again targets the richest player.

 At the end of the Bidding Phase, each enemy Hero will bid all 
their remaining gold for the Artifact. They cannot combine their gold. 
Each player has a single pool for gold for their Heroes, but allied players 
cannot combine their gold. Each player must manage to overcome the 
bidding individually.

 When all six rounds of preparation are over, the players’ Heroes 
enter the Arena.

FAST ACTION PREPARATION

 If the players want to go straight to the Arena battle, they can 
use this mode to quickly equip their Heroes.

 First, all players draft Power Cards so that each player at the 
end has a full set of Power cards (4.0 / 3.1 / 2.2 / 1.1 / 1.3 / 0.4). Then, 
each Hero receives one Mana crystal and inserts it into a skill slot of their 
choice.

 Then, drawn one random Artifact per Hero (up to a maximum 
of six) and place them face up on top of the Arena, creating an Artifact 
offer. The players take turns selecting one Artifact and equipping it on 
one of their Heroes until all Artifacts are selected. 

 Last, draw two random items per Hero and place them face 
up on top of the Arena, creating an item offer. The players take turns 
selecting an item and equipping it on one of their Heroes until all items 
are selected.

 The Heroes do not use Rituals in this game mode. They are 
now ready to enter the Arena.

SETTING UP THE ARENA

 When setting up the Arena, each team of Heroes enters in the 
normal starting positions. The monsters occupy seven hexes with the 
same layout that a spell occupies, and enter at the center of the Arena. 
If more than one monster enters the Arena, all monsters are situated 
adjacent to each other in the center of the Arena.  

 The cooperating players assign their Hero Initiative order as 
they prefer.

 The opposing monsters always act at the end of each turn after 
all Heroes have acted. 

 This also means that when a Hero ties in combat with a 
monster, the Hero wins the encounter as they are higher in Ranking.
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GAME MODES

HEROES FACING MONSTERS MODES

 You may choose any of the following options or even create 
your own combinations if you want to try fighting more challenging 
encounters:

 1 player selects 2 Heroes to fight  vs. 1 monster with 5 Stamina Tokens

 1 player selects 3 Heroes to fight vs. 1 monster with 6 Stamina Tokens

 1 player selects 4 Heroes to fight vs. 1 monster with 7 Stamina Tokens

 2 players select 2 Heroes each (total of 4 Heroes) vs. 1 monster with 8 Stamina Tokens

 2 players select 3 Heroes each (total of 6 Heroes) vs. 1 monster with 9 Stamina Tokens

 3 players select 2 Heroes each (total of 6 Heroes) vs. 1 monster with 11 Stamina Tokens

 2 players select 4 Heroes each (total of 8 Heroes) vs. 1 monster with 10 Stamina Tokens

 4 players select 2 Heroes each (total of 8 Heroes) vs. 2 monsters with 5 Stamina Tokens

 3 players select 3 Heroes each (total of 9 Heroes) vs. 2 monsters with 5 Stamina Tokens

 5 players select 2 Heroes each (total of 10 Heroes) vs. 2 monsters with 6 Stamina Tokens

 3 players select 4 Heroes each (total of 12 Heroes) vs. 3 monsters with 3 Stamina Tokens or 1 Boss with 8 Stamina Tokens

 4 players select 3 Heroes each (total of 12 Heroes) vs. 3 monsters with 4 Stamina Tokens or 1 Boss with 9 Stamina Tokens

 6 Players select 2 Heroes each (total of 12 Heroes)  vs. 3 Monster with 4 Stamina Tokens or 1 Boss with 10 Stamina Tokens
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MONSTERS

MONSTER STAMINA

 When a Monster enters the Arena, it has a number of Stamina 
Tokens (as indicated above) that replace HP. These Stamina Tokens are 
piled up next to each monster. Each Token indicates the Resistances 
that the Monster currently has and the amount of damage required 
for this specific Stamina Token to be removed. Once removed, the next 
one applies. If there are no more Stamina Tokens left, then the monster 
is defeated. The Stamina Tokens that each Monster uses are selected 
randomly. The players are only able to see the top active Stamina Token. 
They cannot look through the stack to see what the monster resistances 
will be after the top Token is removed.

MONSTER DEFENSE

 After a Hero attacks a monster with either a Power or with a 
Skill, the total attack is calculated: 
Power Attack Value + Artifact Bonus + Blessing Bonus + Ritual Effect Bonus + Skill Bonus

The monster has a constant defense value plus the roll of the d4 die.

EXAMPLE

 A Hero attacks a monster while standing in the Ritual Banner of 
Victory. He is holding an Artifact Weapon giving him +1 to Attack and 4 
Damage. He has also a Blessing granting him +1 to Attack. He is using 
a Skill granting him +1 to Attack. He uses a Power Card (3.1).

His total Attack is: 
Power Attack Value (3) + Artifact (1) + Blessing (1) + Ritual (1) + Skill (1) = 7

 The Hero attacks Kotronas who has an active Stamina Token 
of 3 Damage and Physical Resistance. Petronas has a base Defense of 2 
+ d4. A player rolls the die for Petronas and rolls a 4, so Petronas’ total 
Defense is 6.

Attack 7 is higher than the Defense 6 of the monster so it is successful.

Damage inflicted is calculated as usual: 
(Attack - Defense) + Weapon Damage

In this case (Attack 7 - Defense 6) + Weapon Damage 4 = 5

 However, the damage is Physical, and Petronas currently has 
Physical Resistance. Only half of the damage goes through and is always 
rounded down. Therefore Damage = 5/2 = 2.5 rounded down to 2

 The two damage inflicted to the Monster is not enough to 
remove the Stamina Token as three damage is required. The attack was 
successful but essentially has no effect. 

 Had the Attacker used a (4.0) card, his total damage would 
have been 6 and therefore the half would have been 3, enough for the 
Stamina Token to be removed.

MONSTER DEFENSE

 At the end of each turn when all heroes have acted, the 
monsters Attack.

 Each Monster has a set of six possible actions. The skullduggery 
die is rolled and, depending on the symbol, the appropriate action is 
selected. Usually it is an attack on one or more of the Heroes.
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MONSTER SELECTING TARGETS
 After the monster’s action is selected, the appropriate targets 
for this action are selected. 

 In selecting the target(s) of an attack, the players should choose, 
using their judgement, the best target so the attack of the monster has 
the greatest impact on the Heroes’ team.

Monster Priority List:

 1) Hit the Hero that can be killed 

 2) Hit the Hero that will suffer the most damage /
  doesn’t have Resistances to the monster’s attack

 3) Hit the Hero that is the most dangerous /
  most likely to inflict damage 

 4) Just attack someone!  

MONSTER ATTACKING

 Each monster attack gets a specific Attack Bonus plus the use of 
the die.

 As soon as the targets are chosen, the defending Heroes play a 
facedown Power Card for their defense. After the Defense Powers are 
selected, the monster Attack Die is rolled. If the Attack is greater than 
the Hero’s Defense (remember that monsters have lower rank than 
Heroes), then Damage is calculated as normal.

 The damage the Monster will apply is (Monster Attack - Hero 
Defense) + Monster Attack Damage.
Hero Resistances affect this damage normally.

 If the attack is successful, check the Monster Ability for possible 
additional effects applied. 

MONSTER BATTLES

 Some Power Cards and Hero Skills may have different effects in 
combat against Monsters.

 As monsters do not use Mana or Items, Powers, Rituals, and 
Skills that affect those do not have any effect in monsters.

WaRcRaft is considered a (5.0) Power Card against monsters.
tactics enables you to select another card after the monster die roll is 
made
Pain sPike may end up removing a Stamina Token.
bLind allows you to move the active Stamina Tile to the bottom of 
Stamina Pile after damage is calculated.
equaLize allows you to turn a die roll into a 1.
confusion and oPPRess allow you to force the monster to reroll the die.
LifesWaP may move the active Stamina Token to the bottom of the Pile.
An active fieRy PuRge Curse will add one damage to the next successful 
attack against a monster. The Curse is then removed.
Last stand is considered a (0.5) Power Card against monsters.
eneRVation deals double weapon damage to a monster instead of 
burning mana.
entangLing Roots will slow a monster down.
Lightning stRike will hit all monsters as a (5.0) Power Card as all monsters 
draw lightning to themselves like metal armor.

WEAPONS SLAYING
 Weapons with the    icon are much more efficient 
against monsters. When damage is inflicted to a monster with a slaying 
weapon, apply double the weapon’s damage.

ARMOR GREEN SHIELD RESISTANCE
 Monsters have a unique sixth type of damage: Acid Damage.
Acid Damage is usually greater than other forms of damage and is only 
mitigated by armor and shields with the            /          icon.

MONSTERS
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MONSTERS
KOTRONAS

-
dice     sPeed 4       defence: 2+1D4

1D4+2 Attack, 5 Physical Damage

A brutal single adjacent attack 
inflicting Physical Damage

Brutal Punch

1D4+3 Attack, 5 Fire Damage / 
1D4+3 Attack, 5 Ice Damage

Two consecutive attacks on the same 
or different targets

Earthquake

Fire and Ice 
Stalagmites

Wrath of the 
Mountain

1D4+2 Attack, 
6 Physical Damage

One ranged attack against 
all Heroes

Earth’s Grab

1D4+3 Attack, 4 Physical Damage, Paralyze

A brutal adjacent attack. Hero hit flips 
their Ranking Token and will not act 

for the next turn.

 1D4+3 Ranged Attack, 
6 Acid Damage 

One ranged attack on one target

Diamond Skin

Cleanse + Flip Stamina Token

All Curses are removed. The monster’s Stamina Token 
is not visible until attacked. If attack is successful, 

the Stamina Token is flipped visible again. 
It may now be removed on the next successful attack.
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MONSTERS
VOAX

-

dice     sPeed 6      defence: 2+1D4

1D4+1 Attack, 7 Physical Damage

One adjacent Attack
Tail Strike

1D4+2 Attack, 6 Physical Damage / 
1D4+3 Attack, 7 Physical Damage 

Two consecutive attacks on two different 
Heroes that must be at least three hexes apart

Acid Spit

Dual Splash

Swallow 
Whole

1D4+4 Attack, 5 Acid Damage

One area attack as Spell (7 Hexes)

Tongue Grab

1D4+3 Ranged Attack, 
2 Physical Damage, Paralyze

Ranged attack. Hero Hit flips their Ranking 
Token and will not act on the next turn

 1D4+2 Attack, Swallow Hero

Adjacent Attack. Hero is swallowed 
and loses 1D4 HP at end of Turn. 

Freed when Stamina Token is removed

Evolving Skin

Cleanse + Heal Stamina Token

All Curses are removed. 
Add one of the removed Stamina 

Tokens to the top of the Stamina Pile.
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MONSTERS
MIKITAS

-
dice     sPeed 3      defence: 2+1D4

1D4+2 Ranged Attack, 
4 Acid Damage

One ranged attack
Mind Toxic

Target two Heroes that can both 
attack each other

Both Heroes must immediately attack each other 
simultaneously with their highest Attack Power Card.

Pandemonium

Sick Duel

Enslave

All Heroes inflict Weapon Damage 
from their Weapons 

on themselves

Pain Anchor

1D4+3 Ranged Attack

Hero Hit receives Stamina Token facedown. 
Any attack on Mikitas is diverted 

to this Hero until they’re wounded

1D4+3 Ranged Attack, Enslave Hero

Enslaved Hero acts on their turn, 
attacking their closest ally 

for 1d4 damage

Numbness

All Heroes adjacent to Mikitas 
are Paralyzed for the next turn

Their Ranking Tokens are flipped 
until the end of the next turn
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MONSTERS
KERATOSAUROS

-
dice     sPeed 5      defence: 2+1D4

1D4+1 Attack, 5 Ice Damage

One adjacent attack

Icy Tail 
Stomp

1D4+1 Ranged Attack 3 Acid Damage / 
1D4+1 Attack 4 Physical Damage

Two attacks on the same or different targets. 
If first is successful, the second on the 

same target gets +1 Attack Bonus

Dark 
Stompede

Spit and 
Impale

Fiery Charge

1D4+3 Attack, 4 Void Damage 

1 strike to all adjacent Enemies

Thick Hide

Place Dice with result next to 
Stamina Tokens. Next turn, Keratosauros 

also has Physical Protection

Last until Keratosauros acts again

 1D4+4 Attack, 3 Fire Damage 

Charge and attack all Heroes 
in line of charge

Feel No Pain

Place Dice with result next to Stamina 
Tokens. Next turn, Defence is 

upgraded to 3+1D4 Dice

Last until Keratosauros acts again
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MONSTERS
QUIETUS

-

dice    sPeed 7 fLy      defence: 2+1D4

1D4 Attack, 8 Fire Damage

One adjacent attack
Flaming Beak

1D4+1 Attack 5 Physical Damage / 
1D4+1 Attack 5 Ice Damage

Two subsequent attacks on the same or 
different targets. If both are successful, 

then Hero is slain

Steel Dagger 
Feathers

Dual Icy 
Claws

Death from 
Above

1D4+1 Ranged Attack, 
7 Physical Damage 

One ranged attack against 
all Heroes

Flying Terror

Place Dice Result next to Stamina Tokens. 
Next turn, only ranged attacks 

can hit Quietus

Last until Quiteus acts again

 1D4+4 Attack, 5 Acid Damage 

One strike at an adjacent Hero

Shadow in 
Darkness

Place dice result next to Stamina Tokens.
 Next turn, only area 

attacks can hit Quietus

Last until Quiteus acts again
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MONSTERS
APOLLYON BOSS

-

dice                    defence: 3+1D4 
       

1D4+4 Ranged Attack 2 Acid Damage

One ranged strike  
Acidic Whip

1D4+4 Attack 3 Physical Damage / 
1D4+4 Attack 3 Void Damage

Two subsequent attacks on the same or 
different targets

Hell on Earth

Blade of the 
Night

Devour the 
Soul

1D4+4 Ranged Attack, 
4 Fire Damage

One ranged attack against 
all Heroes

Demonic 
Haste

Place dice result next to Stamina Tokens. Next turn, all 
Stamina Tokens are randomized and flipped down

The players do not know Apollyon’s defenses 
until he is attacked and the Token is revealed. 

Lasts until Apollyon acts again.

1D4+4 Attack, Devour Hero’s Soul

If attack is successful, slay Hero. 
They can not be resurrected. 

Gain 1 Stamina Tile

Agony Shield

Place dice result next to Stamina Tokens. 
Next turn, any damage received is also 

inflicted to Attacker

Last until Apollyon acts again

sPeed 8
teLePoRt
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-
dice     sPeed 8 fLy     defence: 3+1D4

1D4+3 Attack 3 Fire Damage 

One adjacent attack 
Scorching Bite

1D4+ 3 Attack 3 Physical Damage / 
1D4+3 Attack 3 Ice Damage

Two subsequent attacks on the same 
or different targets

Lightning 
Storm

Freezing Claws

Acidic Wrath

1D4+3 Ranged Attack, 
5 Light Damage

One ranged attack against 
all Heroes

Arcane Breath

All Heroes receive 2 Light 2 Void 
2 Fire 2 Ice Damage

This Damage can be reduced
 by Armors and Shields

 1D4+3 Attack, 7 Acid Damage

One ranged attack

Rain of Spines

All Heroes receive 6 
Physical Damage

This Damage can be reduced 
by Armors and Shields

MONSTERS
GODSLAYER BOSS

 The Rider and the Dragon share common Defences and 
Stamina Tiles. Both act however on the same Turn effectively attacking 
twice, once from each Table.

-
dice    sPeed 8 fLy    defence: 3+1D4

1D4+3 Attack 3 Physical Damage, 
Destroy Weapon

Hero Hit removes their Weapon 

Smite Weapon

1D4+3 Attack 3 Physical Damage, 
Destroy Armor and Shield

Hero Hit removes their Armor 
and Shield

Night of the 
Mage Slayer

Sunder Armor

Godslaying 
Spear

1D4+3 Ranged Attack, 3 Void Damage, 
Burn all Mana

One ranged attack against 
all Heroes. Heroes Hit remove 

all their Mana Gems

  1D4+3 Attack, Slay Hero

One adjacent attack; if successful, 
automatically kills the target Hero

Symbiotic 
Regeneration

Add 2 Stamina Tiles and 
remove all Curses

Heroic Might

 Roll the Action Die again, once for 
the Dragon and once for the Rider

This extra Action can occur 
multiple times
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APPENDIX
SKILLS

The AquA mAnCer

fReezing disPeL
Attack all enemies in a cone in front of you with a +1 Attack Bonus 
inflicting Ice Damage.
Remove all Blessings from Heroes you successfully attacked.

Lance of ice
Attack all enemies in a straight line of five hexes inflicting Ice Damage.
You gain a Mana Gem in the Spikes of Frost Skill if able.

sPikes of fRost
All Enemies automatically take two Ice Damage. This damage can be 
reduced by Ice Protection or Ice Resistance on Armor or Shields.

CURUNIR THE ELEMENTAL WITCH

The WArlord

WhiRLWind
Attack all adjacent enemies with a +1 Attack Bonus, inflicting Physical 
Damage.

noRtheRn tWin stRike
Charge: You may move up to your movement speed again.
Attack your target, inflicting Ice Damage. You may immediately perform 
another attack against the same target, inflicting Ice Damage again. 

counteR attack
You may activate this Skill immediately after you are attacked from an 
adjacent hex.
Use the Power you are using for defense to instead attack your enemy 
who must use their Attack Power for defense.

NORN THE DWARF BARBARIAN

The pyromAnCer

fieRy exPeL
Attack an enemy with a +1 Attack Bonus inflicting Fire Damage. Remove 
all Blessings on the Hero you successfully attacked.

scoRching Ring
Attack all adjacent enemies, inflicting Fire Damage.
You gain a Mana Gem in the Rain of Fire Skill if able. 

Rain of fiRe
All Enemies automatically take two Fire Damage. This damage can be 
reduced by Fire Protection or Fire Resistance on Armor and Shields.

The Berserker

heaVy metaL
Attack your target, inflicting Physical Damage. If your attack is successful, 
deal double weapon damage. In case of two weapons, the total sum of 
the weapon damage is doubled. 

Pain bRutaLity
Attack your target, inflicting Physical Damage. The total damage you 
inflict is not affected by the Attack-Defense difference or the Weapon 
Damage. Instead, damage your target for as much damage as you have 
taken at this time.

ReckLess attack
Attack your target, inflicting Ice Damage. For your attack, use the 
Defense Value of your Power Card instead of the Attack Value.
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The F ierCe drAgon

sundeR WeaPon
Attack your target, inflicting Fire Damage. If you hit your target Hero, 
they also flip their Weapons facedown immediately and cannot use 
them this turn. Before the beginning of the next turn, the Weapons are 
flipped back to normal. 

combat kata
You may activate this Skill immediately after you are attacked. You can 
use the Attack Value of your Power Card for defense instead of the 
Defense Value.

Wings of WRath
Leap: You may move up to your movement speed again, ignoring any 
obstacles on the hexes you move through. Attack your target with a +1 
Attack Bonus, inflicting Physical Damage. 

The V iC ious  BeAsT

Rend
Attack your target, inflicting Physical Damage. If your target does 
not have a Shield equipped, then your Attack has a +2 Attack 
Bonus.

feRocity
Attack your target, inflicting Physical Damage. This damage is not 
reduced even if your target has Physical Resistance or Physical 
Protection. 

Rabid haRdiness
You may activate this Skill immediately after you are attacked. If you lose 
this combat, you do not have to retreat to another hex. 

LUG THE DRAGON WARRIOR GARAV THE SAVAGE WEREWOLF

APPENDIX
SKILLS

The ArCAne drAgon

dRagon bReath
Attack all enemies in a cone in front of you, inflicting Fire Damage. 

Resonating scaLes
You may activate this Skill immediately after you are attacked. You 
gain Light, Void, Fire, and Ice Protection against this attack.

ResuRgence 
Leap: You may move up to your movement speed again, ignoring any 
obstacles on the hexes you move through. You gain 1 Mana Gem and 
may immediately place it in a Skill of your choice.

The moon senT inel

sundeR aRmoR
Attack your target, inflicting Physical Damage. After damage is calculated 
and applied, the hit Hero  also flips their Armor and Shield facedown 
and cannot use them this turn. Before the beginning of the next turn, 
the Armor and Shield are flipped back to normal. 

hoWL
Attack all enemies in a cone in front of you with a +1 Attack Bonus, 
inflicting Physical Damage. 

RegeneRation
You may activate this Skill immediately after you are attacked.
If you have at least 1 health after any damage is applied, you can Heal 
4 damage. 
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APPENDIX
SKILLS

The sh i FTer

tRansLocation
Attack with a +1 Attack Bonus, inflicting Physical Damage. If your attack 
is successful, you exchange positions with your target. If you have a 
Mana Gem available in Teleport, you may instantly use Teleport. 

teLePoRt
Instantly teleport to any unoccupied hex on the Arena board. You may 
take one Mana Gem from any other Hero’s mat and immediately place 
it in one of your Skills. 

shock
Attack with a +1 Attack Bonus, inflicting Fire Damage. The hit Hero must 
remove one Mana Gem from their Skills and give it to you. Immediately 
place it in one of your Skills. 

RAUG THE DEVIANT SUCCUBUS

The mAnA deVourer

necRosis
Attack all enemies in a straight line of five hexes with a +1 Attack Bonus, 
inflicting Void Damage. 

ViLe suRge
Remove up to 3 Mana Gems from an enemy Hero. You select from 
which Skills these Mana Gems are removed. 

PRofane aRmoR
You may activate this Skill immediately after you are attacked. Remove 2 
Mana Gems from the attacking Hero. You select from which Skill these 
Mana Gems are removed. If the enemy Hero used a Skill to attack you, 
you cannot remove the Mana Gem that powered that Skill since it is 
already consumed. 

RAC THE HORRID NECROMANCER

The exoT i C  gA mBler

chocking 
Attack your target, inflicting Physical Damage. You may spend a Power 
Card, but you roll one d4 die for the Attack Value instead of using the 
card’s Attack Value

uneaRthLy beauty
You may activate this Skill immediately after you are attacked. You may 
spend a Power Card, but you roll one d4 die for the Defense Value 
instead of using the card’s Defense Value.

scoRching WhiP
Attack all enemies in a straight line of five hexes with a +1 Attack Bonus, 
inflicting Fire Damage. 

The son oF ereBus

ecLiPse
Attack all enemies in a cone in front of you with a +1 Attack Bonus, 
inflicting Void Damage. 

bLackout
Select a Hero that has not acted yet. Flip their Ranking Token facedown. 
Neither you nor your target Hero act this turn. 

unhoLy aRmoR
You may activate this Skill immediately after you are attacked. If your 
attacker damages you, you may deal half of the damage done to you 
back to your attacker as Void Damage. This Void Damage can be 
reduced from Void Protection or Void Resistance.
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The hosp iTAler

smite
Charge: You may move up to your movement speed again.
Attack with a +1 Attack Bonus, inflicting Physical Damage.

Lay on hands
Target yourself or an adjacent ally Hero. Heal your target 4 damage and 
remove all Curses from them. 

cathaRsis
Heal all adjacent allies and yourself for 1 damage. You and each adjacent 
ally may remove one Curse of your choice.

ROCHON THE SACRED PALADIN

APPENDIX
SKILLS

The mAnA ChAnneler

Panacea
You and all allies with at least one health heal 2 damage and, if able, 
gain 1 Mana Gem that must be allocated to a skill immediately.

sunbeam
Gain a +1 Attack Bonus to your attack on all enemies in a straight line of 
five hexes, inflicting Light Damage.

hoLy suRge
Offer up to 3 Mana Gems to one other Hero. They decide to which Skills 
they will allocate the Mana Gems. 

AER THE CELESTIAL PRIESTESS

The deVoTee oF The sun

aVenge 
Charge: You may move up to your movement speed again.
You attack inflicting Light Damage.

coRona
Attack all adjacent enemies with a +1 Attack Bonus, inflicting Light 
Damage. 

Red sun Rises
All enemies automatically receive 2 Light Damage. This damage can be 
reduced by Light Protection or Light Resistance on Armors and Shields.

The mArTyr

cuRe
You and all your allies with at least one health heal up to 3 damage. 

sunbuRst
Gain a +1 Attack Bonus to your attack on all enemies in a cone in front 
of you, inflicting Light Damage.

maRtyRdom
Sacrifice this Hero. Aer cannot be resurrected with the Resurrection 
Power. All other allied Heroes Heal 6 and gain up to 3 Mana Gems that 
are immediately allocated to their Skills.
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The ChA in  BeArer

dReadfuL stRike
Attack with a +1 Attack Bonus, inflicting Physical Damage.
If your attack is successful, apply damage then remove all Blessings from 
the Hero you attacked. 

chains of soRRoW
Gain a ranged attack of up to five hexes, inflicting Physical Damage.
If your attack is successful, after damage is applied, pull your enemy to 
any adjacent hex. 

bondage
Until the end of this turn, place your Mana Gem in your hex. Heroes 
adjacent to you cannot move this turn and can only act while remaining 
adjacent to you. At the end of the turn, this effect ends and the Mana 
Gem is discarded. 

The BloodThirsTy

bLood dRain
Attack your target, inflicting Physical Damage. Heal as much damage as 
your enemy took after applying Protection or Resistance. 

ceLeRity
Attack your target, inflicting Physical Damage. You may immediately 
take a complete additional turn. 

cRimson offeRing
You may inflict damage on an adjacent ally and instantly Heal twice that 
damage. The damage applied cannot be reduced by any means.

GURTH THE NEFARIOUS DEATHKNIGHTSOUTH THE VAMPIRE ASSASSIN

The deVoTee oF The sun

gRieVous stRike
Attack, inflicting Void Damage.
If your attack is successful, apply damage then remove all Blessings from 
the Hero you attacked.

daRk haLo
Attack all adjacent enemies with a +1 Attack Bonus, inflicting Void 
Damage.

quietus
All Enemies automatically receive 2 Void Damage. This damage can be 
reduced by Void Protection or Void Resistance on Armors and Shields.

The shAdoWBlend

steaLth
When you use this Skill, you become untargetable. Place this Mana 
Gem on the base of this Hero. While it is there, only Area Attacks such 
as Spells, Cones, Lines, or Rings can attack you. This Skill ends when you 
attack an enemy and the Mana Gem is discarded. 

assassinate
Attack with a -1 Attack Penalty, inflicting Physical Damage. If you attack 
while using Stealth and the attack succeeds, you do not apply damage. 
If your target is a Hero, kill your target instead. 

chiLL of death
Attack all adjacent enemies with a +1 Attack Bonus, inflicting Ice 
Damage. 
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The Ch i ld oF gA iA

bLizzaRd
Attack all enemies in a cone in front of you with a +1 Attack Bonus, 
inflicting Ice Damage. 

cLeansing Wind
Remove all Curses from all allied Heroes including yourself. 

cRystaL souL
You may activate this Skill immediately after you are attacked. If the 
attack would apply a Curse, that attack is negated instead.

NIMLOTH THE ANCIENT DRUID

The sn i per

faR sight
Attack with a +1 Attack Bonus, inflicting Physical Damage.
You may attack any target on the Arena board with no range restrictions. 

fLaming aRRoW
Attack your target, inflicting Physical Damage. If your target does not 
have a Shield equipped, then your attack has a +2 Attack Bonus and 
instead inflicts Fire Damage. 

heaRt seekeR
Attack with a -2 Attack Penalty. If your attack is successful and your 
target is a Hero, you do not apply damage. You kill your target instead. 

EDHEL THE ELVEN HUNTRESS

The shAper oF eArTh

natuRes gRace
You may activate this Skill immediately after any Ritual Effect would 
affect you direct or indirectly. Gain immunity to that effect this turn. 
For example, you would not take any damage from a Ritual Effect nor 
would enemies receive an Attack Bonus against you from Rituals. 

equiLibRium
Remove a Ritual Effect that has a permanent token placed in the Arena.
When you remove the Ritual Effect, you and any allies with at least 
one health Heal 4 damage and gain 2 Mana Gems to place into Skills 
immediately. 

teRRashaPeR
Remove a Ritual Effect that has a permanent token placed in the Arena.
You immediately place any other currently unused permanent token 
from a Ritual Effect in the Arena wherever you want. This immediately 
negates the prepared Ritual with this effect and the Ritual card with the 
selected effect is turned faced up.

The WAr rAnger

aRRoW RetaLiation
You may activate this Skill immediately after you are attacked from a 
non-adjacent hex.
Use the Power you are using for defense to attack your enemy, who 
must use his or her Attack Power for defense.

PieRcing aRRoW
Attack all enemies in a straight line of five hexes with a +1 Attack Bonus, 
inflicting Physical Damage. 

VoLLey of aRRoWs
All enemies automatically receive 2 Physical Damage. This damage can 
be reduced by Physical Protection or Physical Resistance on Armors and 
Shields.
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WaRcRaft
If your Attack is successful, the 
target Hero’s Ranking decreases 
by one position. This has no effect 
if the defeated Hero was last in 
Ranking.

bLoodthiRst
You may deal three Damage to 
your Hero. This Attack continues 
even if this drops your Hero’s 
Health to less than one. If you 
choose to deal this Damage, the 
Attack of this Power is considered 
5 instead of 2.

Pain sPike
If the Opponent Hero dealt 
Damage to your Hero in this 
combat, that Opponent also 
receives half (rounded down) of 
that Damage. This ignores any 
Resistance or Protection the enemy 
Hero might have.

fiRebaLL
If this Spell Power is used on 
the Elemental Witch’s turn, it is 
considered to have an Attack of 4 
instead of 3.

tactics
After both Powers are revealed 
and it is time for your Power’s 
text to be applied, you may 
choose to discard this Power 
and replace it with one you 
select from your hand.

sPeLL WaRd
As soon as this Power’s text is 
activated, neither this Hero nor any 
other allied Heroes can be targeted 
by an enemy’s Spell Power. This 
Power does not affect Heroes who 
were attacked by a Spell Power 
before this Power was activated.
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bLind
If your Attack is successful, look at 
your Opponent’s hand and select a 
Power. Discard this Power to your 
Opponent’s Discard Pile.

Pacify
If your Attack is successful, place 
the Pacify Curse token on top of 
the defeated Hero. That Hero 
cannot Attack while suffering from 
this Curse. They can however move 
and use Powers and Skills that will 
not inflict Damage to other Heroes.

aegis
If this Power is used as a Blessing, 
target an allied Hero and place the 
Aegis Blessing token on top of his 
or her Hero mat. This Hero gains a 
+1 Defense bonus.

neutRaLize
If your Attack is successful, 
randomly select a Power from your 
Opponent’s hand. Look at that 
Power and discard it to his or her 
Discard pile.

equaLize
As soon as the text of this Power is 
activated, your Opponent’s Power 
is considered to have an Attack and 
Defense value of 1. Other Attack or 
Defense bonuses the target Hero 
may have from Skills, Artifacts or 
Blessings are not affected.

heaLing
If this Power is used as a Spell, then 
all allied Hereos that have at least 
one Health heal four Damage.
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fRigid night
Gain Physical, Light and Fire 
Protection. You still lose at least one 
Health if you lose a combat.

oPPRess
If you are attacking, this Power’s text is 
resolved first. You may choose to discard 
your Opponent’s revealed Power to their 
Discard Pile and have them select a different 
Power from their hand. Then the text from 
the new Power is resolved.
If you are defending, then your Opponent’s 
Power text has already been resolved. You 
may still choose to discard your Opponent’s 
revealed Power to their Discard Pile and 
have your Opponent select a random 
Power from their hand. This new Power 
affects your Opponent’s Attack and Defense 
Values, not the text or the Damage type.
If you are defending against a Spell, the 
Attacker’s Spell will continue to attack all 
targets as it was resolved before the Spell 
was replaced. However, the Spell’s Attack 
and Defense will change to the Values of 
the new Power.

APPENDIX
DECEITFUL POWERS

Poison
If your Attack is successful, place 
the Poison Curse token on top of 
the defeated Hero. That Hero has 
-1 Defense while suffering from this 
Curse.

VoRtex
If this Spell Power is used on the 
Horrid Necromancer’s turn, it is 
considered to have an Attack of 4 
instead of 3.

confusion
If you are attacking, this Power’s text is 
resolved first. You may choose to Discard 
your Opponent’s revealed Power to his or 
her Discard Pile and select a random Power 
from your Opponent’s hand. Then the 
text from your Opponent’s new Power is 
resolved. 
If you are defending, then your Opponent’s 
Power text has already been resolved. 
You may still choose to Discard your 
Opponent’s revealed Power to their Discard 
Pile and select a random Power from your 
Opponent’s hand. This new Power affects 
your Opponent’s Attack and Defense 
Values, not the text or the Damage type.
If you are defending against a Spell, the 
Attacker’s Spell will continue to attack 
all targets as it was resolved before you 
replaced the Spell. However, the Spell’s 
Attack and Defense Values will change to 
the Values of the new Power.

LifesWaP
Regardless of whether this Power 
is used for Attack or Defense, if 
Damage will be applied to any of 
the Heroes engaged in combat 
then the Heroes first exchange 
Health. For example, if Hero A has 
7 Health and Hero B has 3 Health, 
then if either one of these Heroes 
is going to take Damage, Hero A 
will now have 3 Health and Hero 
B will now have 7 Health. After the 
Lifeswap, Damage will be applied 
normally.
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tenacity
If your Defense is unsuccessful and 
you used this Power for Defense, 
you may choose not to be pushed 
back one Hex.

ResuRRection
If this Power is used as a Spell you 
may choose to offer one Mana gem 
to any allied Hero. Alternatively, 
you may heal any Hero who has 
less than one Health to four Health. 
This is the only way to bring a 
fallen Hero back to play. The Hero 
returns to play with no Mana gems, 
Blessings, or Curses.

fieRy PuRge
If you Attack is successful you place 
the Fierty Purge Curse token on 
top of the defeated Hero. That 
Hero loses one Health at the end of 
their turn while suffering from this 
Curse. This Damage is not affected 
by Damage Protections or Damage 
Resistances.

APPENDIX
RIGHTEOUS POWERS

VaLoR
If this Power is used as a Blessing, 
you target an allied Hero and 
place the Valor Blessing token 
on top of their Hero mat. This 
Hero is considered to have a +1 
Attack bonus.

noVa
If this Spell Power is used on 
the Celestial Priestess’ turn, it is 
considered to have an Attack of 4 
instead of 3.

Last stand
If your Defense is successful, 
increase your Hero’s Ranking by 
one position. This has no effect 
if you already had the Highest 
Ranking.
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teRRoR
If your Attack is successful, place 
the Terror Curse token on top of 
the defeated Hero. That Hero has 
-1 Attack while suffering from that 
Curse.

eneRVation
If your Attack is successful, the 
defeated Hero must discard all 
Mana gems.

desPaiR
This Power allows you to mitigate 
Damage even if you were defeated 
in this combat. After taking into 
account Protection and Resistance, 
take half of the remaining Damage 
(rounded down). You still take at 
least one Damage when you lose 
a combat.

damnation
Remove all Blessings from every 
Hero you successfully attacked 
with this Spell.

Raise the dead
When this Power is revealed, you 
may search your Discard Pile and 
select a Power. Use the Discarded 
Power’s Attack value and Defense 
value instead of this Power’s Values. 
The Discarded Power you selected 
remains in the Discard Pile.

ungRaVe
When you use this Power as a 
Spell you may search your Discard 
pile and select a Power. Take the 
selected Power to your hand. If 
you do not have any Powers in 
your Discard pile this Spell has no 
effet. You may not retrieve this 
Power since when you activate this 
Power, it is not yet on the Discard 
pile.
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entangLing Roots
If your Attack is successful, place 
the Entangling Roots Curse token 
on top of the defeated Hero. 
That Hero has a speed of 1 while 
suffering from that Curse.

Lightning stRike
If your Opponent Hero is equipped 
any metal Armor that grants 
Physical Protection, then the Attack 
value of this Power is considered to 
be 5 instead of 2.

RejuVenation
If this Power is used as a Blessing, 
target an allied Hero and place the 
Rejuvenation Blessing token on 
top of their Hero mat. This Hero 
will heal one Damage at the end 
of their turn while they have the 
Blessing. If the Hero has full Health, 
this Blessing has no effect but 
remains on the Hero and will have 
an effect if they are damaged later. 
Rejuvenation is always resolved 
before the Fiery Purge Curse.

haiLstoRm
If this Spell Power is used on the 
Ancient Druid’s turn, it is considered 
to have an Attack of 4 instead of 3.

cLeansing Rain
When this Power is used as a Spell, 
all allied Heroes with at least one 
Health heal one Damage and 
remove all Curse tokens from their 
Hero mats.

bLazing sun
Gain Physical, Void and Ice Damage 
Protection. You still lose at least one 
Health if you lose a combat.
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PLACING RITUALS
 Some Rituals allow you to place Ritual tokens on the Arena 
board. When you place a Ritual token in the Arena, you may place it 
anywhere including on top of Hexes occupied by other Heroes. If the 
Ritual affects those Heroes, it is immediately resolved. Placing a Wall of 
Fire, for example, might immediately Damage a Hero.

 There are a few restrictions while placing Ritual tokens. The 
token may not occupy the center Arena Hex. Also, the Ritual must fit 
inside the Arena; no Hexes of the Ritual can be outside the Arena. Some 
tokens have Hexes that cannot be occupied by a Hero. You cannot 
place the token so a Hero is on top of those restricted Hexes.

mana suRge
Offer to any number of allied 
Heroes a total of up to four Mana 
gems distributed as you like. The 
receiving Heroes must place the 
Mana gems in skills immediately.

PuRification
All allied Heroes with at least one 
Health Heal two Damage and all 
Curse tokens on their Hero mats 
are removed.

consecRation
Remove all Blessings on all enemy 
Heroes and deal one Light 
Damage to them. This Damage is 
negated if the target Heroes have 
Light protection or Light resistance.

banneR of VictoRy
Place the Banner of Victory token 
in the Arena. The Banner of Victory 
has one Hex that a Hero cannot 
occupy, illustrated by a flag. Any 
Hero occupying one of the other 
three Hexes gains a +1 Attack 
bonus while on one of those Hexes.

foRtifications
Place the Fortifications token in the 
Arena. The Fortifications have two 
Hexes that Heroes cannot occupy 
illustrated by a wooden wall. Any 
Hero occupying one of the other 
three Hexes gains a +1 Defense 
bonus while on one of those Hexes.
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guaRdian angeL
Place the Guardian Angel token 
in the Arena. The Guardian Angel 
has one Hex, the center one, that a 
Hero cannot occupy illustrated by 
Golden Light. Any Hero occupying 
one of the other six Hexes, heals 
one Damage at the end of their 
turn as long as the Hero has at least 
one Health.

WaLL of fiRe
Place the WAll of Fire token in the 
Arena. You instantly deal four Fire 
Damage to any Heroes on top 
of the Wall of Fire. This Damage 
is negated if the Hero has Fire 
Protection or reduced by half if 
a Hero has Fire Resistance. Every 
time a Hero steps onto a Hex with a 
Wall of Fire, they immediately suffer 
this Damage.

WaLL of ice
You place the Wall of Ice token in 
the Arena. You instantly deal two 
Ice Damage to any Heroes on top 
of the Wall of Ice. This Damage 
is negated if the Hero has Ice 
Protection or reduced by half if the 
Hero has Ice Resistance. Every time 
a Hero steps in a Hex with a Wall 
of Ice, they immediately suffer ths 
Damage. The center three Hexes 
cannot be occupied by a Hero nor 
can Heroes pass through them.

death sWamP
Place the Death Swamp token 
in the Arena. You instantly deal 
three Void Damage to any Heroes 
on top of the Death Swamp. This 
Damage is negated if the Hero has 
Void Protection or reduced by half 
rounded down if a hero has Void 
Resistance. Every time a Hero steps 
in a Hex with a Death Swamp, they 
immediately suffer this Damage.
Traversing a Death Swamp is 
difficult, requiring two movement 
per Hex.
For example, if a character with 
movement speed of 3 enters the 
Death Swamp, they have used two 
of their movement and can move 
only one more Hex. They cannot 
enter another Hex inside the 
Death Swamp as they only have 
one movement left and the Death 
Swamp requires a movement cost 
of two.
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OPTIONAL RULES

 New expansion Powers allow more deck customization as one 
new Power Card is added to every Alignment quest. For example, in the 
first turn in Hierapolis, if you choose to complete the Warmonger Quest, 
you will be able to choose between Warcraft or Incinerating Fury. You 
select one and the other is removed from the game. If the Warmonger 
Quest is not completed in the first turn, then both cards are removed, and 
Fireball is the only available Power Card for the second turn. All expansion 
Power Cards work this way.

thaLassic faVouR
[guaRdian]
While this Blessing is active and 
you have at least one Skill slot 
without mana, receive a mana at 
the end of each of your turns. You 
must allocate this mana to a Skill 
immediately. 

incineRating fuRy
[WaRmongeR]
On a successful attack, you may 
destroy your Hero’s Armor or 
Shield. If you do, double your 
weapon’s damage on your next 
attack.

combat PuRLoin
[deceitfuL]
If you successfully attack your 
opponent, you may choose to steal 
their Weapon, Armor, or Shield 
instead of dealing damage. You 
must be able to equip this item 
immediately. You may discard an 
item you are already using in order 
to open a slot after the attack is 
successful and before you steal the 
item. You cannot steal Artifacts.

foRce sundeR
[Righteous]
If you successfully attack your 
opponent, you may choose to 
destroy your opponent’s Weapon 
instead of dealing damage to them. 

tentacLes bLack
[VengefuL]
This Curse allows you to control 
an opponent’s movement at the 
beginning of their turn. Whoever 
plays Tentacles Black will get to 
move the Hero who is the victim of 
the Curse at the beginning of the 
victim’s turn. Then that Hero will 
resolve the rest of their turn.
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gaias escutcheon
[meRcifuL]
Gaia’s Escutcheon protects the Hero who 
used it from any negative Ritual Effect. That 
Hero can stand or walk over terrain effects 
without their movement being affected. 
They do not take any damage. Attacks from 
the Banner of Victory do not have a bonus 
against them and Heroes using Fortifications 
do not get a bonus to their defense against 
the protected Hero. If the Ritual Effect is 
beneficial, the Hero may choose to receive 
the beneficial effect.

eLementaL heLL
[RituaL]
Damage applied to this Hero is 
considered to have every elemental 
type. Armor and Shields will protect 
a Hero from this damage. This 
effect can only target Heroes who 
have 3 health or more.

fLesh and bLood
[RituaL]
All Weapons, Armor, Shields, and 
Artifacts are flipped facedown for 
this turn and are considered to be 
out of play. Before the beginning 
of the next turn, they are flipped 
face up again and used as normal.

Pandemonium
[RituaL]
Weapon damage is applied to all 
Heroes simultaneously. Resistances 
do not reduce this damage. 
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